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Abstract

The design of the ISABELLE "Palmer" magnets is
described. The performance of thirteen such magnets
is reported. Average quench fields of 55 kC at 4.5*K
have been obtained with essentially no training. The
nagnets can be shown to be limited only by the short
sample characteristics of the cable. Required field
quality was achieved in the last four magnets.
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Magnet Design

Background

A brief recapitulation of factors which led to
important modifications of the earlier "braid" magnets
may be in order, to place the present magnets in per-
spective. The braid nagncts were, as the name indi-
cates, wound from a braided conductor in a one-layer
coil, Mounted in a non-split laminated iron return
yoke by thermal contraction. These magnets proved to
have a number of shortcomings. Assembly was complica-
ted, 5 T was attainable only with considerable train-
ing, and eddy current effects were difficult to con-
trol. In 1981 substantial modifications to the design
were introduced in order to cope with these problems,
predicated on retraining as many viable features of
the original design as possible. A cabled and better
Insulated conductor, similar to that used at Femilab,
was substituted for the braid, since many of the more
serious problems were attributed to inherent proper-
ties of the braid. Two layers of this cable could be
nicely accommodated in the radial space formerly occu-
pied by the braid. The yoke was split and bolted, for
higher prestress and better dimensional control, and
other design features, described in a later section,
were introduced to better compensate for longitudinal
mechanical and thermal effects. The first "cable"
magnet was tested with excellent results in the summer
of 1981.

Conductor

The conductor is a version of the universally
acclaimed superconducting cable pioneered at Ruther-
ford Laboratory; it is nearly Identical to the one
developed at Fermilab. It is fabricated from an ini-
tially round cable twisted from 23 multifilamentary
superconducting wires, shaped by compaction into an
approximately rectangular and slightly "keystoned"
(trapetoidal) cross section, 0.78 cm wide by 0.125 cm
mean thickness. Each wire, 0.69 mm in diametar, is
itself a twisted composite strand, containing 2100 10
urn niobium-titanium filaments embedded in high purity
copper. The ratio of copper to superconductor is
1.75. The cable la spiral wrapped with two layers of
insulation, first with Kspton (this appears to be a
prime reason for its success) and then with flber-
glass-epoxy tape. The current capacity of the
finished conductor is typically 5000 amperes at a
field of 5 T and temperature of 4.2*K. A schematic
drawing of the conductor la shown In Fig. 1. Each
dipole uses 6500 feet of cable.

•Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy.
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Fig. 1. Simplified drawing of superconducting cable.

Coll and Iron Yoke

A dipole cross section Is shown in Fig. 2. The
coil is assembled from .four separate long saddle-
shaped colls. An "inner" coil is nested within an
"outer" coil to form a two-layer subaasembly. Two
such assemblies, a "top" and a "bottom" coil half, are
joined together with an internal electrical splice to
make one long cylindrical coil. This coll configur-
ation is quite similar to that of the Fermilab mag-
nets, except for the inclusion of wedges near the
poles to help control the two-dimensional field shape.
The three-dimensional field profile is controlled by
the insertion of spacers In the coil ends, splaying
out the turns there. These also help to reduce the
tendency of the field to peak near the end of the
"saddle" colls.

The coil is clamped in a laminated yoke of low
carbon steel, split at the midplane. Being in dose
proximity to the coil, the yoke contributes about 402
to the field. Of course, it also minimises the stray
field, restrains the coll against the strong outward
icrent* forces, and allows easy extraction of a coil
vt necessary. The yoke is divided longitudinally into
blocks of epoxy-glued laminations (Fig. 3), separated
by small gaps and joined by stainless steel rails. As
the magnet cools down, the rails and the coil shrink
by nearly tha same amount (mare than the iron), the
gaps close ug>, and longitudinal stresses from diffe-
rential thermal contraction are minimized. Ae can be
seen from Fig. 3, the colls ends protrude beyond the
ends of the lamination stack, thereby further reducing
the end field enhancement noted earlier. The coils
ends are restrained radially and axially by stainless
steel extensions of the yoke and by end restraints.
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Fig. 2. Croaa section of dipole aagntt
aounted in vacuua vessel.
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Fig. 3. SchaaaCic drawing of dipole, showing the yok«
and configuration and tha yoke In the proceaa
of being bolted together.

Tria Coila, Vacuua Cheaper, and Magnet Vessel

The trim eoila are located concentrically within
the main dipole coil. Their functions are to correct
iron saturation and auperconductor aagnetization
effects (discussed below) ana to aid in steering the
beaa. The tria coll package (see Fig. 4) consists of
two concentric superconducting coils, each wound froa
a 7-strand twisted cable. The inner layer is wound
according to a rather novel scheaa, consisting of two
coils wound in such a way that they produce a pure
sextupole or decapole field, depending on the ratio of
the currents in the two coll sections. Because of
their appearance when initially wound flat, these
coils are known as "snow shoe" windings. The turns in
each snow shoe coll are interconnected so that their
Inductive coupling to the main dipole field of the
aagnet is zero, thereby effectively isolating thea
froa quenches in the aain aagnet and vice versa. The
outer tria coil is a conventional octupole winding,

Fig. 4. Tria coila prior to assembly: At left, a
sac*? shoe (inner) coil; at right, an octu-
pole (outer) coil.

asseablcd froa eight individual coils. (The regular
quadrupole aagnets contain a coablned quadrupole-dode-
capole snow shoe tria winding, and a dipole steering
coil.) The tria coils are insulated with Kapton and
prestressed with high strength Kevlar filaaentary
wrap. Between the tria coil package and the aain coil
are longitudinal supports spaced to furnish helium
cooling passages. These supports are a coabination of
fiberglass and elastoaer aaterials which serve to
support and center the tria windings in the aain
coil.

Mounted within the "cold bore tube" (i.e., the
inner heliua boundary) is the "warm bore tube" or high
vacuua chaaber (aaintalned at rooa teaperature). The
annular space between these is filled with superinsu-
lation. The aagnet yoke fits within a stainless steel
support tube — the outer heliua boundary. Between
this tube and the wall of the outer vacuua vessel are
further layers of superinsulation, interrupted by a
aetal heat shield cooled by heliua gas at 55*K.

Winding and Coil-in Yoke Aaseably

At the present tiae each of the four coils is
wound separately In a concave aold, and is cured in
several stages under high pressure. Layers of Kapton
and Teflon are inserted in strategic places, furnish-
ing slip-planes to ainialze effects of friction during
asseably and operation. G-10 fibcrglass-epoxy serves
as ground Insulatlor where needed. The coil pole
spacers are of laainated brass. The yoke halves are
bolted so as to apply a coapressive asiauthal pre-
stress of approxiaately 12 kpai on the colls at rooa
teaperature. When the aagnet is cooled, this pre-
stress is reduced to about 9 kpsl — a level calcula-
ted to enaure that the colls reaain in a state of
coapreaslon at full field. In the early aagnets shias
were inserted (at the poles) to realise the proper
prestress. In later aagnets, to ensure the necessary
field quality, these shlas are of a fixed dlaenffion
and the coils are aoldcd sufficiently close to a fixed
size that the prestress reaalns within a specific
"window".
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location — essentially a compromise between what is
technically realiatic and what the accelerator theo-
rist* would ideally like.

Our criteria for acceptable magnets are:

a) the mean valuea of the lower allowed harmonica
(b,, b^, and bfi) auat be within range of che trim
coil capacity, and

b). the standard deviations for all harmonics mat be
less than or equal to one tolerance (for the
unallowed harmonica, the deviations are taken
from zero).

In addition we require that for each individual mag-
net, no hanaonic nay be outside 3 tolerance units.

TABLE 1: Measured DC Harmonica (Excluding Ends)
in Four Recent Dipoles

BQ - 1.87 T; I - 1200 A

Harmonic

h

\
b3

*5

• l

«2

»3

"•»

»5

*6

Tolerance
do"*)

1.6

0.7

0.4

2.9

1.0

0 . 5

2.9

1.6

1.0

0.7

0.5

0.4

LM10

-24.6

2.3

0.1

0

0.3

-0.1

2.7

0.1

-1.9

-0 .1 .

0.3

0

do-*)
Measured Value

LM11

-27.7

0.6

-0.4

-1.6

-0.3

-0.3

4.8

1.4

-0.7

0.6

0.1

-0.6

LM12

-27.8

3.0

0.1

0.1

-0.2

-0.5

1.1

0.6

0.1

0.1

0.6

-0.1 .

LH13

-28.4

3.6

-0.1

0

-0.1

-0.3

-0.4

0 . 4

-0.1

0.1

0.6

-0.1

Performance

To date, twelve full-length dipolea (the LM
seriea) have been tested (vertically) in liquid
helium. ?lve of these, LM7, LM8, LM9, LM10, and Dill,
have been tested under horizontal forced-flow (super-
critical helium) cooling conditions as wall. LM9,
LM11, LH12, and U113 Included trim coil packages. Six
further short dipoles (1.65 • long, the CM series)
have also been tested. The latest of the short mag-
nate, CMS, CM6, and CM7, were dedicated to meeting
field quality tolerances by flue tuning the winding
and assembly process. (LM11 waa the first long dipola
constructed to achieve field quality.) Three quadru-
poles, QMO (the first demonstration quad), QM1 and QH2
have alao been tested vertically.

Magnet Quench Performance

Figure 7 shows Che training history of Che LM
magnets in liquid heliua at the nominal temperature of
4.5'K. Within at most two quenches, they attain a
quench plateau of 5.4-5.5 T without further signs of
training. The downward trend of quench No. 1 from LH7
through LM12 la believed Co be due to a softening of
colls from a poor batch of epoxy. New epoxy is now
being used, and a clear Improvement is seen in che
training of LM13. The current at which a magnet
quenchea is virtually independent of the rate at which
the current is increased, for raup rates up to 100
A/sec (the design operating raap rate is 8 A/aec);
i.e., eddy current effects are negligible. Upon low-
ering the bath temperature below 4°K, varying amounts
of training are encountered, with the magnets reaching
5.8 T at 3.8*K and approximately 6 T in the 3*K
region, Che lowest temperature attainable in these
tests. Quench performance in supercritical helium
appears to be essentially the same as that observed in
liquid helium.
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Fig. 7. Training curves in liquid helium for all long
dipolea tested to date.

The quadrupole QMO reached 75 T/m on the firat
quench in liquid helium at 4.5*K, thus exceeding the
design gradient (72 T/m) at once. It reached 78 T/m
after three more quenchea, with no further evidence of
training. The second and third quadrupolea reached
approximately the same quench plateau at 4.5'K. QM1,
the only quadrupole tested at 3 . 8 % reached 80 T/m at
tills temperature.

Field Quality Status

The Magnetic Measurements Section utilizes both
short (30 in.) and long 17.5 ft.) rotating coils for
harmonic field analysis. The short cila measure the
field integrated over a 30-in. length of the magnet.
I.e., essentially the 2-D field, excluding end ef-
fects. The long colls measure the field Integrated
through the entire magnet. Each measuring coil has a
number of discrete wladlngs, the voltage output of
each being primarily responsive to one component of
the multipole field. This allows direct measurement
of the various multipoles on a continuous basis, even
while ramping a magnet.



As noted, only in the most racer.t magnets was an
explicit effort made to achieve field quality. Thus,
the coil and yoke parameters (number of turns, pole
piece material, etc.) varied considerably from magnet
to magnet. Moreover, the magnets were shimmed to
obtain the desired precompression, without particular
regard to field effects. Nevertheless, the non-allow-
ed harmonics for most LM magnets were by and large
satisfactory, exhibiting the expected rms spread. As
the principal remaining variation has tended to be in
the allowed harmonics, the thrust of the CM magnet
field quality program was to achieve better control
over these terms. Field measurements on CMS and CM7
were very encouraging.

We are now able to report on field measurements .
in the first few long "field-quality" dipoles. Figure
8 shows three histograms, summarizing the harmonics
for four dipoles: LM10, 11, 12, and 13. (Although
the LIUO yoke was not built to field quality specifi-
cations, the coil and assembly did meet these specifi-
cations.) Three values of current are shown: 264 A
(injection current), 1200 A, and 3500 A (essentially
full field). The histograms include those harmonics,
skew and normal, up to and including terms of 4th
order (decapole) which are presently measured with the
long harmonics coils, and consequently include the
effect of the magnet ends. A normal curve is also
fitted to the data. As can be seen, the standard
deviation is approximately one tolerance unit over the
whole excitation range, with no harmonics falling
outside 3 tolerance units. As noted in the next sec-
tion, the observed harmonics are well within the range
of the trim coils. Thus, all four magnets meet our
previously stated performance criteria of acceptance
with regard to field quality.
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Fig. 8. Histograms or harmonic data for four recent

dipoles, LM10-13, at three current levels:
Injection current, intermediate current, and
high current.

The "transfer function" (i.e., the ratio of cen-
tral field BQ to current) is measured using a nuclear
magnetic resonance probe, with the magnet energized to
1000 A. This parameter averages 15.593 + 0.006 gauss/
ampere in these four magnets. The variation can be
attributed to a variation in BQ along the axis of the
magnets, amounting to approximately 5 gauss for B() -
15.600 gauss. A more consistent determination of BQ/I
will require averaging the NMR reading over a longitu-
dinal portion of the magnet axis. Finally, the /Bdjt
measurements give an average value of 8.2418 T«m 9
1200 A, with maximum deviations of + 3 x lO**4. Tills
is well within the tolerance on this quantity, 5 x
10"1*. The high accuracy implied by these figures
reflects a small magnet-to-magnet variation.

is well within the tolerance on this quantity, 5 x
10"1*. The high accuracy implied by these figures
reflects a small magnet-to-magnet variation.

Trim Coil Performance

Trim coil packages have been tested in four long
magnets to date; LM9, LM11, LM12, and LM13. Those in
LM9, 11 and 13 were prototype units made by the R&D
Group, whereas the trim coils in LM12 were wound in a
new pre-production facility. All future trim coils
will be wound in this facility. With the exception of
occasional low quenches when initially powered, the
R&D trim coils operate at approximately 230 A in all
possible configurations with the main coils at 5 T
(see Fig. 9), with no evidence of retraining on rever-
sal of polarity. This is comfortably above the maxi-
mum design current of 170 A, and thus is ample to
compensate all of the observed harmonics.

QUENCH HISTORY T 7.2 IN LM-II
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Fig. 9. Training sequence for the b, and b, trim
coils in LM11. At the top of the figure
are indicated the current polarities of the
two coils. The maximum design current for
the trim coils is approximately 170 A.

Magnet Protection

When a magnet quenches, it is desirable that it
be able to absorb its own stored energy without over-
heating. Ac low current there is not enough stored
energy for concern. At high current the "normal zone"
or quench front propagates rapidly, so the energy is
widely distributed through the magnet winding. Thus,
the chief concern is for quenches initiated (e.g.,
from beamloss or hot gas) at intermediate current
values, ~ 3000 A or 4 T, where maximum localized heat-
ing should occur. To establish tolerance Halts on
heating effects, every development magnet is equipped
with small heaters located in strategic spots. Using
these to Induce quenches, quench propagation veloci-
ties and the temperature rise are monitored as * func-
tion of magnet current and temperature, with the nor-
mal energy extraction circuit removed. One magnet,
LM7, wan dedicated to quench propagation studies in
supercritical helium with temperatures extending down
to 2.7*K. Although quench velocities were, somewhat
surprisingly, found to be slower that in liquid, W 7
was in fact able to sustain artificially induced
quenches under "worst case" provocations without sign
of degradation (drop in quench current). Sub-
sequently, short sample tests have established e
damage threshold at about 1050'K. The worst case
quench in LM7 (with the quench originating on the
mldplane of the outer coil, at >



had T ~ 970*K for an ~ 80°K margin of safety. It
should**^ noted that this Is the most stable point in
the magnet, with lower fields, higher critical current
and temperature, and is also least likely to be the
place where a quench first occurs, since it is
shielded fro* beam losses by the inner coil. An
induced quench in the inner coil of LM7, more typical
of the quenches expected in an accelerator environment
(beam loss-hot gas at 2.7*K) had a safety margin of ~
200*K.

In order to gain an additional margin of safety
for possible mmgnet-to-magnet variations, a quench
protection system will be employed. The basic idea is
to divert current from neighboring magnets around the
one that has quenched. A number of "passive" schemes
(i.e., schemes whereby the quenching magnet initiates
the protective action, without relying on some form of
mediating detector) have been studied. One, known as
a "double diode" system, has been selected on the
basis of preliminary magnet trials. In this scheme,
high current shunting diodes are connected across each
half magnet coil, providing two alternate paths, each
bypassing half of the total magnet inductance. When a
quench occurs, current commutes out of the quenching
coil segment, the effective inductance is reduced, and
Che maximum temperature is also reduced.

Based on both calculations and measurements on
LM5, the maximum temperature is reduced by between ~
150" and ~ 400*K, depending on the location of the
quench. Although some additional testing of this
system is necessary, it would appear that magnet pro-
tection is well in hand.

Conclusion

We have shown that one can design relatively
large aperture superconducting dipole magnets that 1)
reach above 5 T with high reliability, 2) show almost
no training, 3) have conductor placement with root
mean square errors of less than two thousandths of an
inch, and 4) are passively self protected in the event
of an induced quench. We believe there is good evi-
dence that the required design features to attain
these characteristics are 1) the use of a cable which
allows helium in Intimate contact with the supercon-
ducting wires, 2} the avoidance of any bonding direct-
ly on a conductor and 3) the use of high precompres-
sion provided by a rigid structure.
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